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XLT\(^4\), the unique, 4-strand crane rope from Union Wire Rope, delivers more strength than premium 6-strand ropes, and equal or greater stability under load than Category 1 35x7 style rotation-resistance ropes. It can also be used with a swivel and requires no special end preparation; yet, it can still be easily and solidly terminated with connections common to most cranes.

XLT\(^4\) was designed and engineered to be compatible with a full complement of end terminations including wire rope clips, wedges and swaged crane buttons. Tested and proven, these terminations, among others, have demonstrated complete compatibility with the unmatched performance of XLT\(^4\) in crane hoist operations. The right choice depends on the type of equipment, application and operator preference. When changing from one type of fitting to another, always check with the manufacturer for capacity rating and special installation procedures.